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The gateway default is not available. In
Windows 10, 8, 7
In this article I will tell you about the solution to another error which can be seen in Windows and is
this error of course with the Internet when connected via Wi-Fi. The Gateway default is not available,
you can see after how to diagnose problems. You tell me who just runs Troubleshooting why. All right.
The fact that many are faced with the problem when the Wi-Fi constantly disconnects after some
time. More precisely, he is not disabled and goes into the status without access to the Internet. I think
you know the problem. Connect your laptop to Wi-Fi the Internet works for a short time then near the
icon of connection appears with a yellow triangle and the status is no Internet access or limited. Only
under the condition that the Internet works for some time. If once this error then refer to the solution
without access to the Internet in Windows 7 and limited Windows 10. And if you click on this icon,
right-click and select troubleshoot problems the more likely you will see an error message of the
Gateway default is not available. Some solutions I have already described in the article Disables Wi-Fi
on the laptop. Why lost Internet Wi-Fi This problem just is in Windows 7 and Windows 8. As for
Windows 10 then there is this error I have not seen but I think that no matter what system is installed
on your computer. Solutions are likely to be the same. 1 First, I suggest to deal with the power supply.
The most reliable method is to turn the power plan to Maximum performance or high performance. So
Or in the settings of your power plan you need to set maximum performance for wireless adapter. You
can also tell the system to disable your wireless adapter to save power. This can be done in device
Manager by opening the properties of the wireless adapter on the power Management tab, remove
the corresponding option. If you have Windows 10 more details can be found in the article Lost
Internet Wi-Fi in Windows 10, after exiting sleep mode. 2 There are plenty of reviews when
reinstalling or rolling back the driver blinked to get rid of the errors the Gateway default is not
available and, accordingly, problems with constant breakages Wi-Fi connection. Therefore suggest
you download and install the driver for the Wi-Fi adapter Wireless. Download from the oﬃcial site for
your model and operating system. For example, you can watch this article. If that doesn't help then
you can also try to rollback the driver. Go to device Manager and just right click on your wireless
adapter in the network adapters tab. And then click Properties. On the driver tab
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